Attention salespeople…

What Ultra Successful Salespeople Don’t Tell You… the Secrets Behind Getting High Profit Sales (and Closing Each and Every One of Them!) 
(This Is Key to Tripling Your Sales in Just 11 Months!)


Dear salespeople,

What if you could double your income in only 5 1/2 months…? Or TRIPLE your income in only 11 months?

It’s possible. 

And when it happens, you’re life transforms. And you get…

The life you deserve

Don’t stay stuck in life.

Don’t feel like a cog in a pointless, repetitive machine.

Never changing. 

Never elevating to a new place of happiness or satisfaction.

But since you’re in sales, you have far more control over your income than you know…

…If you know how to grow it. 

But when you’re in the thick of things, when you’re in the front lines every day and you’re trying to make sales… it’s hard to step back and know what you’re doing right (and what you’re doing wrong).

That’s where I come in… and I can arm you with the knowledge you need to double… or even triple your sales in only 11 months time.

(Which is exactly what I did).

In fact, here’s a taste of all the money-making advice you’ll get.

	1.	The incredible sales secret (used by Martin Luther King Jr. and Bill Clinton) that let’s you sell to even ice-cold prospects in a snow-storm
How to disable your fear of rejection (and land sales with even your dream clients)
How to hit your prospect’s “sweet spot” every single time and demolish their objections (hit this sweet spot and you can’t help but land more sales)
The #1 worst mistake you can make when speaking with prospects (even if you get everything else right, your sale will crumble if you make this common mistake nobody ever talks about)
The absolute most awful times to meet with prospects and customers (your odds of landings sales at these times is VERY low)
The simple 9 word sentence that’ll make you the #1 salesperson of choice… every single time
Why you should never wear this type of tie if you’re trying to land sales
How to instantly generate credibility… with a briefcase! (this improves closure rates 62%!)
How to know if you landed the sale 37 seconds into a meeting (and what to do if you don’t have the sale yet)
Why you shouldn’t use this commonly used sales tactic (it KILLS your closure rate)

Additionally, I’ll also show you… The real reason prospects buy from you… How to use a little-known “positioning secret” to negate a competitor’s superior track record and credibility… What most salesman TOTALLY screw up (this is the sign of a rank amateur salesman… and is completely unacceptable if you want to join the sales “big leagues”)… and much more.

END

(FYI - This sample was written for demonstrating my copywriting skills… and wasn’t written for a client).
